Debaters To Face Lafayette Tomorrow Eve
Will Argue The Question of Government Control Of Utilities

Fate Of New Campus Magazine Awaits The Publishing Association
Publication Will Contain Humor, Cartoons, Jokes, Sport Reviews, Music Reviews, SnopColumn, Candid Camera And Student Writings

FIRST ISSUE WILL APPEAR MARCH 1ST AND COST BETWEEN 20 AND 25 CENTS, IF APPROVED

"To be or not to be" in regard to the prospects of the new campus magazine will be decided in the near future by the Publishing Association. The first issue will appear in March, and at present the association is working hard to make the magazine a success. The association has already secured three buildings, and is now trying to obtain more. The magazine will be published weekly, and will contain articles on a variety of topics, from sports to politics. The association is hoping to attract a large readership and is working hard to ensure its success.

Class Debates Announced From Office Of Dean

Upward Women Have Won Chase Hall Again

The women's basketball team has won another victory against the men's team. The game was played in Chase Hall and the women emerged victorious with a score of 42-35. The women's team has been practicing hard and is expected to continue their winning streak. The next game is scheduled for next week and fans are encouraged to come and support the women's team.

Annual Varsity Play Now In Third Week Of Rehearsal

Tickets For A 4 Production Now On Sale

Student Christian Federation creates an event to inspire young people

The Student Christian Federation has organized a series of events to inspire young people. The events will be held in the gym every Tuesday and Thursday, and will feature guest speakers, music, and discussions on topics such as faith, community, and social justice. The events are open to all students, and are expected to attract a large audience. The federation is hoping to make a positive impact on the lives of young people, and is working hard to ensure the success of the events.

Debate Team Has Shown Greater Strength In Middle Distance Runs

Debates To Face Lafayette Tomorrow Eve

The team was formed at the end of last season and has already shown that it is a team to be reckoned with. The team has a strong nucleus and is working hard to improve its performances. The next match is against Lafayette and the team is looking forward to the challenge.

Love Is Everywhere - Spring Is In The Air

"Love is everywhere!" Bill Hanson shouted as he rounded the corner of the library. "Spring is in the air!" Eileen Beck echoed. The two students were in their usual spot,outside the library, chatting and enjoying the spring weather. Bill and Eileen were both in their senior year and had known each other since high school. They had been in love for two years and were planning to get married after graduation.

Discussion Groups Meet February 24
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Late Notice: Due to space limitations, no late notices will be published from this point on in this issue.

The new no-smoking area is so limited that anyone who knows how to inhale (and four out of five do, we are told) certainly has no reason to smoke where smoking is or is not permitted.

The only walks where one is not allowed to smoke under the new regulation are the walks in front of the Chapel to the rear of the Library and Center Scien
cific. However, men from these buildings may go to the top of Hedges -the three down campus walks-from West Parking to the corner of College and Campus Ave., from Hathorn Hall to College Lab., to Campus Ave., and the di
canal walk from in front of Parker to the middle cross-campus walk.

Thus, abnormalities must be considered in the physical education standards of rating. Phys. Ed. grading must be subjective; academic grading may be objective.

Mens' Phys. Ed. — An Explanation

Some of the men's report cards going out this week carry op
to the familiar "Phys. Ed." description a letter-grade figure. "F" or "pass"? Definitely not. Actually, the new grading system was inaugurated with the more bulletin notice that physical edu-
cation was no longer to be rated on the same basis as academic credit, but on the basis of the "ability to meet the requirements of the course."

The grading is not only one of a series of changes in the phys.
ed., relationship with the "academic" and administrative side of the college. Last fall attendence records, formerly kept by members of the College Council, had to be transferred to the registrar's office, where they are kept on the books with the academic subjects.

The grading system, therefore, is one of a series of changes in the phys.
ed., relationship with the "academic" and administrative side of the college. Last fall attendance records, formerly kept by members of the College Council, had to be transferred to the registrar's office, where they are kept on the books with the academic subjects.

Previously two cuts had been allowed each quarter with previ
d to making up overdue work. The new system permits three cuts, or points off for each quarter, attend-
day-attendee for which each student signs. The same difference from the academic basis is the stipulation that no attendance certificates are granted. This three cuts constitutes an automatic failure in the course.

That some changes were in order is obvious to all men who had taken or who were taking the two-and-a-half years of required physical education classes; but the new system seemed to have worked, or not. The revision, or reorganization, of the physical education rank system and the change from the old rule and list watching system is the first step toward a real smoke walk "rule" a real col-
lege tradition (something that becomes as voluntary as that we can resist or refusal or enforcement is not a rule of old tradition, yet they help a college group and also give stu
dents more responsibility. The new system seems to make a practical smoke walk "rule" a real col-
lege tradition something that becomes as voluntary as that we can resist or refusal or enforcement is not.

A comparison of the old rule and list watching system is the first step toward a real smoke walk "rule" a real college tradition something that becomes voluntary as that we can resist or refusal or enforcement is not.
Frosh Trip Up
MCI And Maine
Both Contests Hard Fought
last Saturday evening with their
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Dates for these games are as follows-
March 18—Junior-Sophomore
March 11—Junior-Freshman
March   4—Sophomore-Freshman
Feb. 28—Junior Freshman.
399 MIDDLE STREET
Lewiston, Me.

Frosh Hoopsters Win
Last Five Narrowly
The Freshmen basketball team, though he was hobbled by knee injuries suffered in their first trip, played well against the Elders. Coach Van Deventer will have a harder task in the Bates-M.I.T. meet next week than in the Bates-M.I.T. meet next week than in the
Tardiff and Longley, the tandem forward pair, did a good job of blocking the ball. Knight and Kenney, the two guards, played
strong defense and Kenney, in particular, was a factor in the final moments of the game.

SPORTS SHOTS

By arm Leil
The largest delegation in the history of Bates track teams competed in the recent freshman meet. The meet was held in the track in collegiate history. The men who went on the two mile and D. C. I. and
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An independent survey was made recently among professional men and women—lawyers, doctors, lecturers, scientists. Of those who said they smoke cigarettes, more than 80% stated they personally prefer a light cigarette.

Miss Stanwyck verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
engraved on the Fascistic oaths of the political parties of Bates College offereu
ly the first leg. George L. Shapcott lost a
few yards of this to Snyder, crack
son held this lead and passed the
lace in third position Dana led the
Brian passed him near the end.
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College Pharmacy

Where The Bobcats Meet

Pharmacy
College and Sabattus Streets

UMBRELLAS & LEATHER

"Clarence" with Roscoe Karns

"The Black Legion" with Hum-